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the book considers bhakti bhakti aesthetics in south asian music. in the book she discusses how the
aesthetics of music help us understand and appreciate bhakti gods and their personalities. bhakti
bhakti aesthetics in south asian music have been the subject of discussion and critical criticism since
the nineteenth century, but the book tackles the complexities of the discussion from a different
perspective. musicologist veena jayakody shows us how the aesthetics of music offer us closer
acquaintance with the personalities of gods, gods' images, and gods' words in south asian cultures
and shows us the differences between western and south asian aesthetics of music. in this chapter
one of the important aspect of methodology is that any future research must be 'trans-disciplinarity'
i.e. a cross-cutting, cross-disciplinary approach. like previous research, in the present work the
interdisciplinary approach had been used in all the three steps of the research. for understanding
'cross-disciplinarity' it is very important to have a definition that is easily understandable by all the
researchers. moreover it has to be a definition with concrete application and examples to make the
meaning more clear. definition of cross-disciplinary: a method of study which involves investigating
and interpreting work undertaken by people from different disciplines. derived from the notion of
cross-disciplinary work involves the use of knowledge, research and methodologies coming from a
different and often "disjunct" discipline in order to understand and investigate a diverse problem. in
the present study the subject was chosen to be the "whole" and "everyday" life stories of migrants. it
required a mix of quantitative and qualitative methodology.
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